The Arab Cup will provide an important experience ahead of the FIFA World Cup in Qatar, according to former Qatar player Khamis. "I'm certain that Arab teams will make a statement prior to the World Cup and the Qatari team will prove to be a difficult opponent," he said.
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FOOTBALL

AFC CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

Al Sadd take on Foolad in key clash

"We are ready to compete, and from my point of view, this will be the final battle," said Sabri Lamouchi. "It will be another tough game against Foolad, and we’ve had some difficult matches so far, but we have to try and win this."

The Qataris are top of the group with six points, three clear of Al Duhail and Foolad, who have three points each. Al Sadd have won both their matches so far, while Foolad have bagged a point in each of their opening matches.

The in-form Sabri Lamouchi knows that his team must win to remain in contention for the group stage. "We need to win and we need to perform our best to get the three points," he said. "We have a strong team and we are confident in our abilities."
**FOOTBALL**

**Man City outclass Spurs to retain League Cup**

*‘It’s not a full capacity crowd, but it is much better. To celebrate with them is much better’*

**PREMIER LEAGUE**

**Monaco maintain title push as Bordeaux lose**

**SERIES A**

**Darmian pushes Inter to brink of title**

**SPOTLIGHT**

**Manchester City manager the title fight from the sidelines**

**LIGUE 1**

**Monaco maintain title push as Bordeaux lose**

**Barcelona, Bayern Munich and City, seven of which have**

**Super League for the fourth consecutive season as Inter win the title push as Bordeaux lose**

**Tottenham 1-0 at Wembley to lift the**

**The visitors, who won 6-2 in De-**
**Henderson surges to victory in Los Angeles Open**

**OLYMPUS DIGITAL CAMERA**

Dutch rider Demi Vollering wins the Women’s Race at Liege-Bastogne-Liege men's race. French Julian Alaphilippe of Team Deceuninck Quick-Step claimed victory. "I'm real happy with how everything turned out," said Korda. "I had a great little eight-iron into a par at the 15th was emblematic of her performance. We just didn't guess right, and that's what it is," said Ko, who said she was "delightful disappointed that I missed the green flag," she said. "But fortunately that it is still good to work with. I think it is just good to keep doing these races and be able to say that's probably what won it for me." **AFP**

**Pogacar edges Alaphilippe to win classic in Belgium**

**OLYMPUS DIGITAL CAMERA**

Slovenian Tadej Pogacar (left) of the UAE Team Emirates crosses the finish line and wins ahead of French Julian Alaphilippe of Team Deceuninck Quick-Step during the Liege-Bastogne-Liege cycling race in Liege, April 24, 2022. "I was definitely disappointed that I missed the green flag," she said. "But fortunately that it is still good to work with. I think it is just good to keep doing these races and be able to say that's probably what won it for me." "Really couldn't get anything going, it was turning really good and then it wasn't happening for me for some reason." "The wind kept dropping and then coming back up, it just wasn't happening. We just didn't guess right, and that's what it is," said Ko, who said she was "delightful disappointed that I missed the green flag," she said. "But fortunately that it is still good to work with. I think it is just good to keep doing these races and be able to say..." **Gulf Times**

**Oosthuizen and Schwartzel grab Zurich Classic lead**

**OLYMPUS DIGITAL CAMERA**

South African Charl Schwartzel (left) of the USA and South African Louis Oosthuizen put four-under-par 68 to grab a one-stroke lead after the first round of the 2022 Zurich Classic of New Orleans. "The pair had been part of a two-man group who broke from the main pack on the day’s final climb, with Alaphilippe of Deceuninck Quick-Step and Champion’s Arnaud Démare." **Gulf Times**
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NBA

Knicks win ninth straight, Bucks dominate Sixers

WE’RE PEAKING BUT WE CAN STILL GET A LOT BETTER

The Knicks improved to 34-12 on the season and won a sixth straight game against the Milwaukee Bucks, 116-109, on Friday night at Madison Square Garden. The Knicks improved to 1-2 against the Bucks this year.

The Bucks are in the middle of their longest winning streak in 20 years, since winning 22 straight games from March 20 to April 3, 1993, in the final 4 1/2 months of the 1992-93 season.

RJ Barrett scored 20 of his 25 points in the second half to lead New York, which has won a league-high 11 consecutive home games.

“We’re peaking but we can still get a lot better,” Barrett said. “Obviously offensively we’re playing well, defensively for 40-45 minutes like we can be a team for the whole year.”

Barrett and the Knicks were one of three teams to make at least 18 three-pointers in a game as the Bucks fell to 40-18.

Barrett scored 18 of his 20 second-half points in the third quarter, when the Knicks went on a 25-7 run. He finished with nine rebounds, seven assists and seven steals as he paired Gabe DeVoe,
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Bromell, Miller-Uibo win at Oregon meet

I started good, just tried to block out the weather and stay focused on the race.

Tokyo test events continue with track cycling

Tokyo Olympic test events continued with track cycling yesterday but planned in-person ruler interferers were changed to an online format, as the latest measures to guard against the spread of the coronavirus. Japan and France's junior participants in the test events were selected from among the 240 cyclists who were to appear on an online meeting platform at the end of the day, while the barriers for the mixed zone, used by the journalists, remained unused. Tokyo 2020 President Seiko Hashimoto, herself a former Olympic cyclist, said organizers would have to take advantage of technologies among the population. "With the test events this time and the fact that it's being done online, we are enjoying a new frontier," she told the AFP. Organizers are facing mounting challenges as Japan battles a resurgence in coronavirus infections. Tokyo has announced that more than 500 local governments have called off events, with more than 100 in the capital. The president of the French track federation, Jean-Paul Dehoux, who had been the only one not to see points in the test event, was second. "The meeting conditions will be the same, it will be a race of strength," he said. Tokyo 2020 President Hashimoto said the event was a "very strong test."

Rally: Ogier wins Croatia with leading car crash

France's Sébastien Ogier has won the Croatia Rally yesterday by just 0.6sec. It's great! Of course it's a very difficult stage and the last one was the most difficult," he said. "I'm very happy."

Test events this time there are new facilities. "With these conditions, I'll take it," Ogier said. "I'm very happy to be here in Croatia."

The FIA World Rally Championship in Kumrovec, north of Zagreb.
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Delhi Capitals beat Sunrisers Hyderabad by 27 runs; enterprises end in draw

**Morgan hopes change of venue will change Kolkata’s fortune**

Kolkata Knight Riders captain Dinesh Karthik said a change of venue will bring in change for his team in their Indian Premier League (IPL) tournament clash against Royal Challengers Bangalore.

At the toss Karthik said: “We will continue to back him, we know he has been the star of the show for his team.”

Karthik said: “Wizwan and I wanted to make sure we got the ball to the hill. But it’s a long game and we have to be consistent.”

Delhi captain Shreyas Iyer said: “We want to continue our unbeaten run against Sunrisers Hyderabad.”

**Jadeja blitz ends Bangalore’s unbeaten run; Capitals win thriller**

Rajasthan Royals beat Sunrisers Hyderabad by six wickets

Sunrisers Hyderabad were bowled out for 110 in their 20 overs, to also go ahead of Chennai Super Kings in the standings. Chennai reached 191 for four and spectacularly ended Royal Challengers Bangalore’s campaign as Chennai Super Kings claimed three wickets with the balance of four overs to play.

Chennai skipper Karunaratne was named man of the match.

**Azam fastest to reach 2,000 T20 runs as Pakistan beat Zimbabwe**

Pakistan captain Babar Azam became the fastest player to score 2,000 Twenty20 international runs yesterday, achieving the feat in just 52 innings, four fewer than Indian counterpart Rohit Sharma.

Focusing on the final session, the hosts ensured Pakistan would not suffer the same fate as Bangladesh, who were bowled out for 181 in their 20 overs.

As the Pakistan bowlers tightened the noose on the Zimbabwe batting line-up, the hosts pushed on to claim a comfortable victory. Foremost, Azam’s 52 not out guided the way.

Pakistan’s Oliver Mershed, who was once again the most impressive bowler with figures of 3-34, grabbed two wickets to end the innings as Zimbabwe were bowled out for 181 in their 20 overs.

Zimbabwe captain Sean Williams was upset after the result.

Williams said: “It’s a little bit disappointing for us today. We were always the underdogs but we were pretty confident that we could win the game.”

**SL-Bangladesh Test ends in draw**

Sri Lanka and Bangladesh end the first Test between the two nations at the Pallekele International Cricket Stadium in Kandy yesterday.

The third Test between Sri Lanka and Bangladesh will be played in Colombo later this month.

**Scorecard**

**FOCUS**

Azam fastest to reach 2,000 T20 runs as Pakistan beat Zimbabwe

**SUPER OVER SCRAMBLE**

Jadeja simples 24 runs in 12 balls as RR beat SRH by six wickets

Rajasthan Royals beat Sunrisers Hyderabad by six wickets

Rajasthan Royals narrowly avoided a first-innings loss and went on to register a six-wicket win over Sunrisers Hyderabad in their Indian Premier League (IPL) encounter at the Rajiv Gandhi International Cricket Stadium in Hyderabad yesterday.

Rajasthan Royals were struggling to 13 for four in the 13th over when strawberries were claimed by opposition bowlers.

As the left-handed openers were chasing a six wickets to win in their first innings, they found themselves in a precarious position at 13 for four.

Rajasthan Royals were bowled out for 110 in their 20 overs, to also go ahead of Chennai Super Kings in the standings. Chennai reached 191 for four and spectacularly ended Royal Challengers Bangalore’s campaign as Chennai Super Kings claimed three wickets with the balance of four overs to play.

Chennai skipper Karunaratne was named man of the match.

**Big-scoring SL-Bangladesh Test ends in draw**

Sri Lanka skipper Karunaratne was named man of the match.
**SPORT**

**Berrettini beats Djokovic conqueror Karatsev to win Belgrade final**

By Sebastian Satorn

The 25-year-old Berrettini, the 18th seed, who had stunned Novak Djokovic in the semi-finals, beat the Russian who had topped the world rankings to win the title.

**Djokovic concedes upgrades needed after Belgrade failure**

By Sebastian Satorn

The world number one Novak Djokovic conceded that he needed to make some upgrades to his backhand in order to win at Roland Garros next month when asked about his performance in the Belgrade semi-finals. The 18-time Grand Slam champion was beaten 6-4, 6-2 by Djokovic, who is ranked 19th in the world, after he was forced to retire from his semi-final match. **聚焦**

**Barty sees off Sabalenka to clinch Stuttgart crown**

By Sebastian Satorn

Ashleigh Barty sees off Sabalenka to clinch Stuttgart crown. The Australian Open champion and world number one defeated Matilda Kasatkina of Russia 6-3, 6-7 (2) 6-3 to win her third title of the year and 87th of her career, denying Tsitsipas back-to-back triumphs following his Miami Open victory.

**Nadal back from brink to beat Tsitsipas for title**

Spanish top seed won the Barcelona Open for the 12th time

Rafael Nadal saved a championship point and beat Stefanos Tsitsipas 6-4, 6-7 (6), 7-5 in the Barcelona Open final yesterday, and Nadal is a 12-time Barcelona Open champion, equaling his own record of 12 wins. Nadal, who has won 12 Grand Slam titles, including 10 French Open titles, is the first player to win 10 or more titles in a single year.

**Qatar’s al-Attiyah wins Rally Highlands of Lorca in Spain**

By Sebastian Satorn

Qatar’s Nasser al-Attiyah wins the Rally Highlands of Lorca with his Spanish co-driver Mathieu Baumel. The pair won the rally, which was held in Spain, in a time of 46:42.302 seconds over three days of rally, in which he won three stages. Nadal got off to a flying start when trailing 5-4, with the Spaniard saving three break points in the tie-break to win the set.
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Qatar’s Nasser al-Attiyah wins the Rally Highlands of Lorca with his Spanish co-driver Mathieu Baumel. The pair won the rally, which was held in Spain, in a time of 46:42.302 seconds over three days of rally, in which he won three stages. Nadal got off to a flying start when trailing 5-4, with the Spaniard saving three break points in the tie-break to win the set. Nadal failed to convert two match points as Tsitsipas clawed his way back from 5-4, with the Spaniard saving three break points in the tie-break to win the set.

**Tsitsipas back in third place after comeback win over Nadal**

By Sebastian Satorn

Novak Djokovic is registered for the May 1-9 Masters-level event which will feature reigning French Open champion Rafael Nadal. Nadal, who is the first player to win 10 or more titles in a single year, is the first player to win 10 or more titles in a single year.
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